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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a new method for one channel noise
suppression system which overcomes the typical disad-
vantage of one channel noise suppression algorithms -
the impossibility of noise estimation during speech se-
quence. Our method is the combination of Wiener �lter-
ing and spectral subtraction. The noise can be success-
fully updated even during the speech sequences and that
is why there is no need of the voice activity detector.

1 INTRODUCTION

The spectral subtraction o�ers the simple and computa-
tionally e�cient tool for the suppression of an additive
noise in a speech signal. This method has been exten-
sively studied for almost twenty years. The research has
been focused on higher degree of noise suppression, lower
speech distortion, and less audible musical noise. The
last requirement is important especially in the hand-
free telephony application. But the main shortcoming
of this method has not been overcome for a long time. It
is the updating of the background noise characteristics
estimation, especially during speech sequences.

2 SPECTRAL SUBTRACTION

The key idea of spectral subtraction is to estimate back-
ground noise and then to subtract this estimation from
the noisy speech. The noise characteristics are usually
updated during non-speech segments, i.e. the voice ac-
tivity detector (VAD) is required to determine speech
and non-speech sequences. Of course, the errors of this
updating depends on the VAD quality, moreover, the
updating cannot be provided during the speech activ-
ity segments. Two methods based on �lter banks were
published to overcome these shortcomings: Martin's [5]
and Doblinger's [1]. These two methods are based on
the observation that valleys of the short-time sub-band
power estimate of noisy speech can be used by a long-
time estimation of the background noise.

3 EXTENDED SPECTRAL SUBTRACTION

We suggest another approach based on the combination
of spectral subtraction with iterative Wiener �ltering.
We refer this method as extended spectral subtraction
[9]. The key feature of this method is the possibility to
update the background noise estimation during speech
activity segments.

We assume that we have a speech signal s[n] corrupted
by an additive noise n[n]. Noise is supposed to be uncor-
related with the speech and to be non-stationary. The
rate of noise changes is relatively slower than the speech
one. Then it is possible write

x[n] = s[n] + n[n] ; (1)

X(ej�) = S(ej�) +N (ej�) (2)

PX (e
j�) = PS(e

j�) + PN (e
j�) ; (3)

where x[n] is discrete time representation of input signal,
X(ej�) its short-time discrete-time Fourier transform,
PX(e

j�) its power spectral density (PSD), etc. Whole

algorithm is based on the estimation of bN (ej�) by the
adaptive Wiener �lter.

The frequently used approximation of the adaptive
Wiener �lter use the transfer function

H2(ej�) =
jX(ej�)j2 � jN(ej�)j2

jX(ej�)j2
; (4)

where jN(ej�)j2 is the smoothed estimation of noise PSD
performed in speech pauses by averaging of PSDs of in-
put signal. Of course, VAD is needed in this case. The
block scheme of this type of algorithms is on �g. 1.
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Figure 1: Standard Wiener �lter for speech enhance-
ment.

There are some principal di�erences between our ap-
proach and the standard Wiener �lter based algorithms.



Firstly, our approach belongs to the group of noise com-
pensation structures, i.e. the Wiener �lter is used to
form the estimation of the input noise which is then
subtracted from the input noisy speech. Secondly, the
approximation of Wiener �lter is done from the output
signal not from the input one. That is the reason why
the VAD is not needed. Thirdly, since the feed-back is
used in the structure the algorithm can be viewed as
some type of iterative Wiener �ltering. The basic block
scheme is on �g. 2.
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Figure 2: Principal structure of extended spectral sub-
traction.

The Wiener �lter frequency response is set on the base
of the preceeding spectral estimations according to fol-
lowing formula

Hn(e
j�) =

�
jNn�1(e

j�)j2

jNn�1(ej�)j2 + jSn�1(ej�)j2

�1=2

(5)

where jNn�1(e
j�)j2 is the smoothed estimation of noise

PSD and jSn�1(e
j�)j2 is the estimation of speech PSD.

The block scheme with more details is on �g. 3. The out-
put of the Wiener �lter is the estimation of noise which
is currently subtracted from the input noisy speech and
at the same time it is exponentially averaged. The
smoothed noise estimation is then obtained according
to

jNn+1(e
j�)j = p � jNn(e

j�)j+ (1� p) � j bNn(e
j�)j : (6)

The setting of the parameter p or the time constant

� �
1

1� p
(7)

strongly inuences on the behaviour of the whole al-
gorithm. If the rate of speech changes and the rate
of noise changes are well separated then it is possible
to set properly the parameter p and consequently the
whole algorithm works well. Under this condition the
slow changes appear in jN (ej�)j and in j bN(ej�)j however
the faster ones (which are assumed to represent speech)
appear in jS(ej�)j.

The performance of this algorithm also depends on the
setting other parameters. Typically, the short-time
magnitude spectra can be used for Wiener �lter approx-
imation instead of PSDs, i.e.

Hn(e
j�) =

jNn�1(e
j�)j

jNn�1(ej�)j+ jSn�1(ej�)j
: (8)
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Figure 3: Block scheme of inner structure of extended
spectral subtraction

This approximation yields the lower computation cost.
Moreover, the speech distortion is less in this case, but
unfortunately the noise suppression is less too. There
is always some compromise in the choice of the proper
Wiener �lter approximation. The inuence of the dis-
cussed parameter choice on short-time SNR is demon-
strated on �g. 4.

Detail discussion is not possible in this short descrip-
tion. It is discussed in [9] and [6] together with the
convergence analysis of the whole process.
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Figure 4: Local SNRs of input and output signals
Lines: dashed - noisy speech, solid - enhanced with a=2,
solid bold - enhanced with a=1

4 VOICE ACTIVITY DETECTOR

Several VADs were published [2], [3] which are based on
di�erent principles. We have concentrated on cepstral
VADs [7] which are very e�ective and yield low error
rate. Commonly with speech enhancement we suggest
now the modi�cation of these VADs by including the
possibility of noise cepstrum updating during speech ac-
tivity. This approach enables to decrease the error rate
of the VADs.

5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Extended spectral subtraction was tested under real car
noisy conditions. The di�erent types of noises were cho-



Description Algorithm speci�cation

�no 2-step spectral subtraction with FWR and no VAD

dobl Doblinger's speech enhancement

mart Martin's spectral subtraction

ext1 Extended spectral subtraction with a = 2 and p = 0:8

ext2 Extended spectral subtraction with a = 2 and p = 0:93

ext3 Extended spectral subtraction with a = 1 and p = 0:93

Table 1: Algorithm description

Algorithm �no dobl mart ext1 ext2 ext3

nopaus.stac 1.35 6.01 7.41 6.07 6.86 5.29

nopaus.slow 0.33 6.32 7.27 6.10 6.87 5.30

nopaus.fast -0.25 5.83 7.96 7.44 8.15 4.42

Table 2: Mean value of SSNRE for SNRin = �5dB

Algorithm �no dobl mart ext1 ext2 ext3

nopaus.stac 1.88 37.10 55.10 36.98 47.11 27.98

nopaus.slow 3.34 40.49 53.03 37.33 47.26 28.16

nopaus.fast 3.20 37.17 64.63 56.87 68.16 20.86

Table 3: Variance of SSNRE for SNRin = �5dB

sen to demonstrate the ability to update the background
noise spectrum during the speech activity. But in this
case it is not possible to evaluate the classi�cation cri-
teria. We made some subjective listening tests by our
research group.

To obtain the quanti�ed results we realized the exper-
iments with arti�cially mixed signals, i.e. the clean
speech recorded in the car mixed with the noise recorded
in the running car for speci�ed SNR. This approach is
possible because the noise in the running car can be con-
sidered as the additive one. For these experiments we
computed the criteria described bellow.

5.1 Classi�cation criteria

For the �rst tests we used the following criteria for
speech enhancement classi�cation based on the SNR:
segmental signal-to-noise ratio - SSNR and SSNRE,
i.e. the average of the short-time SNRs evaluated over
speech frames only or its improvement respectively.

SSNRE = SSNRout � SSNRin : (9)

The short-time SNR is computed as

SNR[i] = 10 log
PS[i]

PN [i]
= 10 log

PS [i]

PX [i]� PS [i]
: (10)

5.2 Results of experiments

Several algorithms, see tab. 1, were compared. We used
two main types of speech signals - isolated words with
pauses and speech without pauses - and three types of
background noise - stationary noises, noises with rela-
tively slow changes, and noises with fast changes.

When short words with many pauses were used then the
performance of all methods was comparable. But with-

out any VAD the performance of the spectral subtrac-
tion deteriorated while the performance of Doblinger's,
Martin's, and extended spectral subtraction remained
the same. The example of the response of the spectral
subtraction and the extended spectral subtraction to the
non-stationary noise can be seen on �g.5 - 7: the spectral
subtraction produces the non-stationary residual noise
with growing variance while the extended spectral sub-
traction produces the stationary residual noise with the
same variance.

Typical results are summarized in tab. 2-3.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The new type of speech enhancement algorithmwhich is
able to suppress the non-stationary noise in the speech
without the need of VAD was described. The main idea
is to use the di�erence between the rates of noise changes
and the rate of speech changes. If these rates are dif-
ferent then no pauses in the speech are required. In
comparison to Doblinger's and Martin's algorithms the
noise estimation is got by Wiener �ltering.
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Figure 7: Output from extended spectral subtraction.
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